Enhance the Livability of Your
Home with Universal Design
“Universal Design is the concept of designing all
products and the built environment to be
aesthetic and usable to the greatest extent
possible by everyone, regardless of their age,
ability, or status in life.”
~ Ronald Mace, 1991
American architect, product designer, educator, and consultant
wheelchair-bound at the age of 9 from polio.

Universal Design is...
As people move through life, their needs and
expectations for housing change. People of all
ages want housing that suits their pocketbooks
and their needs. Universal design maximizes the
livability of a home, increasing its market value.
Universal design uses simple, proven ideas to
make any home more comfortable for a wide
range of people and circumstances:
Families with young children
People who want to simplify their housekeeping
People who are taller or shorter than average
People who want to stay in their homes as they
grow older
People who use a wheelchair or walker
Whether building a new home or looking to renovate
your current home, adding components of universal
design makes one’s home a more pleasant place to
live right now, avoids unnecessary hassles and
expensive changes in the future as one ages, and
possibly even raises the resale value of your home by
making it more appealing to buyers in all age groups.

7 REASONS FOR
UNIVERSAL DESIGN
Safety
Eliminates common causes of
home accidents
Comfort
Provides physical ease and
freedom from pain and constraint
Convenience
Makes everyday life simpler in
many ways; housekeeping,
storage, entertaining, seasonal
maintenance
Accessibility
Enables all people to perceive,
understand, navigate, interact, and
contribute at all levels of ability
Marketability
Exceeds minimum design
standards and specifications
resulting in homes that are usable
by and marketable to almost
everyone
Visitability
Creates an environment that is
accessible to all

UNIVERSAL DESIGN FEATURES IN HIGH DEMAND
According to the National Association of Realtor’s
2017 Home Buyer and Seller Generational
Trends report, one in five home buyers aged 52 to
61 purchased a multi-generational home.
The most common reason was to take care of
aging parents.

Independence
Allows for control of one’s
autonomy over one’s life

Walk In Showers
Universal Design inspired baths not only
give a feeling of a luxury spa, they’re
convenient for everyone. No need to worry
about step entry and are large enough to
accommodate seating.

Wide Doorways
Open floor-plans and generous
doorways ensure easy flow from
room to room.

Grab Bars
Adding blocking in the walls around
toilets and bathtubs are helpful
for all ages.

Lever Style Hardware
When hands are full, lever
styled faucets and hardware
make usage easy.

No Step Entry
Convenient for strollers,
suitcases on wheels, moving in
furniture, and stumble free entry
in the dark, no step entry
accommodates all.

Aligned Closets or
Laundry Shafts
Incorporating this into a new
home’s design allows for the
opportunity to convert it to an
elevator in the future.

...planning now to live comfortably
in your home throughout the years.

Help Us Advocate for Your
Housing Needs & Wants!
York County Community Foundation’s Embracing Aging works to make York County a great place to both
grow up and grow old. We’re doing this because people are living longer and for the first time ever, more
people are alive over the age of 65 than under the age of 5. This shift is one that will transform how and
where people live for future generations.
No matter the age, people want to live in a home where they can thrive. From holiday gatherings with
family, hosting brunch for book club, binge watching a favorite show, baking cookies with kids, game
night gatherings with friends, and simply celebrating life’s everyday occasions, our homes are where we
do the things we love to do, with the people we love to do them with.
This is the reason we work to educate individuals on universal design. Adding features to new home
construction or modifying existing homes with features that enhance livability help people of all ages
thrive in their homes, resulting in a better quality of life. Universal design helps maximize comfort and
convenience.
Starting early and investing time, research, and planning to ensure your home aligns with your needs and
wants as you age gives you peace of mind, alleviates making decisions in a time of crisis, and possibly
even raises the resale value of your home by making it more appealing to buyers in all age groups with
modifications that have a broad appeal.
For questions about universal design or to let us know what you’d like to see in York County related to
housing that will help you better plan to live comfortably in your home through the years, contact Cathy
Bollinger, Managing Director of Embracing Aging, at cbollinger@yccf.org or 717.848.3733.
This information was prepared by YCCF’s Embracing Aging in
partnership with Kacey French, Correll Green,
consultant for sustainable independence.
York County Community Foundation creates a vibrant York County by
engaging donors, providing community leadership, and investing in highimpact initiatives while building endowment for future generations. YCCF
holds more than 500 endowed funds and assists donors and nonprofits in
reaching their charitable goals. The Community Foundation granted $5.9
million in 2018 and stewards more than $150 million in assets.
To learn more about turning your passion into a legacy contact Jane Conover,
President and CEO at jconover@yccf.org.

